
Tesla sent out an email. Paperwork for East Side Festival was submitted on time, then EHS 
gave another deadline, that was also submitted on time, there was a process of iteration on 
the details, and that was supposed to be done last Friday, so that we could get MIT Police 
and City of Cambridge approvals in time. Late last night, Gretchen, EC exec and EC house 
team were told DSL wanted additional security. They’re worried about crowd control, since 
they’re afraid ~600 people will show up since the event was advertised online. 
 
The proposition was instead of having students run security to have Nightwatch (and if we 
run out of nightwatches, Allied Barton) employees staff all building doors during peak hours 
of the event. Residents would have full access to the building by (a) checking your name 
against a resident list (or maybe by tapping an ID, but that has not been confirmed by DSL) 
or (b) by wearing a resident wristband. The hours are Fri 4p-8p and Sat 1p-5p. 
 
The poll was sent by Gretchen because exec was hosed. This needs to be decided by 
tomorrow morning, and exec cannot just decide this on our own. 
 
Q: Is there any way in which AB is better than students? A: No, they just look legit and DSL 
likes that. 
 
Tesla was worried about this becoming precedent for other large events. Suzy Nelson 
assured them that “this is more so that people are nervous about what this is and which 
parts of Roast legacy are wholesome and which are not, and they’re concerned about 
having the courtyard open”. 
 
Q: Will Talbot be unlocked and will events be running there? A: Yes. Q: Can someone sneak 
in through Talbot? A: No, there will be security at that door too. 
 
Q: Can Desk hand out wristbands if you don’t have one? A: You can just take yours from 
your mailbox. 
 
Tesla has been assured security is especially strict at this event because of uncertainty on 
the admins’ side, and will not apply to any other events. 
 
Q: What happens if we say no? A: East Side Festival does not happen. A lot of people put 
work into this, and if this failed, it would be very hard to restart this ever. 
 
Q: If we say no, does this cancel the Roasty part or the entire thing? A: All of it. Perhaps we 
could try to restructure some of it, perhaps make it a one-day event, but I don’t know if we 
have enough time to even clear that at this point. 
 
Q: So you either have a wristband or wait for someone to find your name on a list of 300 
residents? If you tap your ID and the door unlocks, will that be sufficient? A: Initially we were 
told residents must have wristbands. We asked about lists, DSL was unresponsive for a 
while but then said that’s okay. We don’t have confirmation that tapping IDs would be 
sufficient, but we think it’s likely. 
 



Q: What about guests? Can we have wristbands to give to friends? A: DSL wants to limit 
crowd to 200 people. You can sign up to host a guest and get a guest wristband.  
 
Q: We feel that this is less of a security thing and more of an attempt to kill an event. If we 
agree to this, what happens next? A: Tesla feels there are people in the administration (e.g. 
Nelson) who are pretty supportive, but also other people who are being very difficult. There 
were also “food safety concerns” that appeared out of nowhere that we’ve never seen 
applied to other events. So, yes, there have been a lot of hoops to jump through, people 
have been prohibitive rather than helpful, which I’m going to talk to DSL about afterwards. I 
think that if this goes without a hitch and we prove that we are responsible people that can 
handle a medium-sized event, they will be much more lax about things like this in the future. 
 
Q: When did the whole thing start to break down? A: Around April 5th is when everything 
kind of exploded. Tesla has a detailed timeline of how things happened and how they were 
improperly communicated and meetings scheduled with 2-3h notice. 
 
Q: So the choice for us is between wristbands and list? A: No, we’re guaranteed both of 
these things, and we might or might not get more (like tapping an ID). 
 
Concerns are raised about people who might not be aware this is happening, or event that 
Roast is happening (or just not participating). It should not be their responsibility to be 
prepared for this. Tesla promises to send out a lot of emails and try their best to 
communicate, hopes for hall chairs’ help. 
 
Suggestion: if this is happening, we need to warn people with signs on doors. 
 
Q: I’m still concerned this is about creating a precedent. You said people have assured you, 
but do you have this in writing? A (Tesla): No. Also, EHS didn’t assure me of anything, only 
DSL. I trust the two people and they are not people who have been antagonistic. The 
impression I have from EHS is that this is an unprecedented size of an event [Audience: 
there have definitely been bigger events, with more non-MIT-affiliated participants]. I’m pretty 
sure the administration expects like a thousand people to show up, while we expect 
200-300. This has been advertised around EC, this is known to some people on DormCom 
so some people from other dorms can come, and for 2.5 weeks the event was also 
mentioned on the official Steer Roast website and was immediately removed when we 
realized that could be a problem. 
 
Q: So is tapping your ID a way of confirming your residence or not? A: This has not been 
confirmed. We will argue for it. 
 
Q: Is there anything else we can do to express our displeasure? Could we have a petition, 
spam someone’s email? A: You can hang a banner, we’ll fund it ¯\_(ツ)_/¯\ 
 
Q, through email: would we be able to get multiple guests? Like I will have multiple people 
staying with me that weekend completely independent of ESF and I'll be kinda peeved if I 
can't let them into the building. Would we be able to have as many guests as we want 



outside of the hours allied barton or whoever is there? A: No. There is a limit of 1 guest per 
person. 
 
Q: Can’t you bring their friends during the time when the event is not happening? A: Yes, but 
they would not be able to return if they go out. 
 
Q: How about alums with children, spouses? Can we escort people? A: The only exception 
they might or might not make is for specially scheduled tours (if we organize those). The 
tours could happen outside peak hours, though that’s when most people are around. 
 
Q: Can we escort people inside? A: Only if they have a guest wristband. Btw, everyone with 
a guest wristband needs to be accompanied by a resident. 
 
Q: There’s a limit on number of wristbands. If not all of them are claimed before the event, 
could we give them to people at the event? A: We don’t know. Guests need to be attached to 
a resident, and if a guest fucks up, you will get in trouble. 
 
Q: What about young children? Do they need wristbands? A: We don’t know. We might or 
might not be able to get this to work. 
 
Q: Are there people who think it’s reasonable to call Roast off because of this? A: Poll 
results were polarized. Admittedly the phrasing was confusing. There was a significant 
number of people who voted “no”, even though it was clear the event would be called off. 
Around a third of residents voted, at least a hall’s worth of people voted no.  
 
There’s a concern that people don’t want to say what they think in a non-anonymous way. It 
seems we’ve been given an ultimatum, and it’s unclear what else our discussion can do 
here. 
 
Do we have representation from halls here even? Let’s take a roll call: 1W absent. 4E has no 
hall chairs present. Their hall chair is on their way. 
 
(* Intermission: we had another clothing-optionality meeting! Because we have one every 
week these days. This one was a huge meeting, and everyone seemed OK with the 
proposal that we will know the worker’s shifts better, and have some kind of a warning light 
that workers can turn on. You should try really hard to be clothed during the times that will be 
sent out. Q: Are there actually going to be flashing warning lights? A: I asked if they’d let us 
install our own lights, and they said they would, and they would get them installed 
professionally. If we behave ourselves, hopefully this will die down. Nightwatch will probably 
also be utilizing this light. What about parties? Really unclear. Also, if you’re having an event 
that specifically involves nudity, you should let house team and JoeG know. *) 
 
4E now has a hall chair present. Talk with your halls about whether this is acceptable, and 
then we’ll vote on whether we allow this extra security (with the alternative being calling of 
ESF). 
 



Housecomm is taking a vote. 1W absent, 1 abstain, 8 yes votes. 
 
Housecomm adjourned. 


